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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

This chapter contains review of literature related to the research. It is 

divided in to some sections. There are teaching English to young learners, 

English skill and pop-up book. Each section are presented below. 

2.1 Teaching English to young Learners 

Teaching English to young learner is different from adult learner. 

Young learner has different stage development such as children like to talk 

and share what they see and hear. They love to try and do a new thing. 

Mijela (2014) states that children like to do experiment with anything that 

is why everyone agree that young learner were an active learner. Shin 

(2006) indicates that before young learner become adult, they will 

proficient in English language. Therefore, teacher should guide the 

potential to build understanding of English to young learner with various 

technique. 

Teaching English to young learners has its own techniques to enhance 

the students. Shin (2006) stated that various techniques for teaching EYL 

are using visual, realia and movement to supplementary activities for 

engaging learners in making visual and realia. Actually, during the lesson, 

young learner will be bored in learning English because English is not as 

easy as like first language acquisition. Therefore, teacher should use, their 

own technique to make students interested.  

Having compete and capable in teaching in the classrooms good for 

facilitating young learners to learn English language. According to Palmer 
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(2008) "Everything about the way we teach English in-depth affect kids' 

development and learning.” The teacher's role is very important to improve 

student language skills in the classroom. Moreover, Teaching English to 

young learns is challenging. Teacher must has a strategy to teach young 

learner to make them enjoy learning English in the classroom. 

2.2 Young Learners  

 Based on Purwaningsih (2012) defines that young learners are learners 

in Elementary school who are learning English as foreign language. Based 

on Cameron (2001) young learners are children between 7-12 years old 

while children below 7 years old is very young learners. It means that 

young learner are children who learn English language in elementary 

school between ages 7-11.  

2.1.2 Characteristic of Young Learners  

Children have their own characteristic, which are different from adult. The 

characteristics cover their own ways of thingking, and attitude. Teacher should 

know and understant the student in order to give the best quality of teaching 

English. Based on Fardini, et al (2008) there are adequate kinds of 

characteristic of young learners: 

 

a. Developmental stages 

Language development for young learner or children is still through the 

process of brain development. Teacher cannot force children to learn something 

that the brain not ready to process. Each student has different language 
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development. It will be difficult for teacher to speak English because young 

learner has different respective.  

b. High curiosity  

Children like to know and learn about something for example children will 

throw their toy to know the result or effect after throwing the toy. 

c. World of constant surprise and revelations 

When teacher speak something, they express their world full of surprises 

and revelations for the children. Teacher tell the story and make movement 

suddenly the students are very surprise. Using a very simple and easy words can 

make student easily understand what teacher said English.  

d. Repetition 

In this case, teacher should drill language, film, and song. So, the children 

will do repetition. By using drilling children may memorize that language. 

e. Center of his / her small world  

Children are egotistical, they will learn to tolerate when they have new 

friends or even they go to a playground or kindergarten. 

 

f. Suitable of second language  

Young learner accepts second language on faith. They believe in their-self. 

They think that teacher is always right. 

g. Short attention span  
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Young children cannot concentrate on one things for a long time. Therefore, 

teachers should prepare a lesson that has many variations to make children 

still memorize what they get. 

h. Hand-on activities 

Hand-on activities is doing an activity by using their hand. This activity will 

give an impact in their long-term memory. 

i. Using five senses  

By using five senses for learning process, young learners have been given 

long term memory (physical response and suggested) such as test, and smile. 

j. Learning English by heart and love  

Teaching young learners is not easy. Heart and love should be created when 

the teacher is going to teach in order to make a good condition during 

learning process. 

2.2 English Skill 

Mostly, people used the concept of basic English skills which are listening, 

speaking, reading, and writing without thinking the language form. Based on 

Aydogan (2014) speaking, reading, writing, listening the macro-skills and the 

micro skills are grammar, vocabulary, and pronounce. The four basic skills are 

related each other by two parameters, the first is the mode of communication; 

oral or written and the direct communication; receiving or producing the 

message. Listening is receiving in oral mode which mean listen and understand 

what we hear. After listening they will go through speaking which is producing 

in oral mode. Based on Temple and Gillet in Aydogan, (2014) emphasize 

speaking and listening are closer way. Reading is receptive skill in written 
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mode, writing is productive skill in the written mode. Writing is more 

complicated than the other skill, it is the hardest skill. Therefore, students need 

to develop language skills to build their background knowledge. 

2.2.2 Receptive Skills  

Receptive skills include reading and listening skills. Reading is the way how 

person look and understand the meaning of written or printed words or 

symbols. There are two types of reading based on Harmer (2007) which are 

extensive and intensive reading. Intensive reading is activity that students 

choose what they want to read and extensive reading is important for teaching 

which is includes materials, guidances, tasks and libraries.  

Listening is understanding the message you hear. Based on Harmer (2007) 

there are two types of listening, first is extensive listening, it has deal with 

listening activity that students listen which students often do such as listening 

to MP3 players, DVD, song, videos. It is important for students to increase 

dramatically when students make their own choice what they are going to 

listen. The second one is intensive listening, it is about the way English is 

spoken, specifically in order to study. It takes place in the class or laboratories. 

Listening and reading are receiving information which called reveptive skill. 

2.2.3. Productive Skills  

Productive skills include writing and speaking skill. Based on Hornby 

(2007) Writing skills is making letters or numbers by using a pen or a pencil. 

Writing is the most difficult skill in L2 learners. Speaking skills is an act of 

talking to or having a conversation with somebody. Based on Hadfield (2008) 
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speaking is interaction among people that deliver message together and it has 

respond between the listener and speaker. However, every skill has different 

difficulties for learners of English as foreign language because they need to 

think of something to say and feel confident enough to express it. Then, they 

have to use what they have learned in terms of vocabulary and grammar to 

produce a message that other people can understand. Speaking and writing are 

productive skills because they involve producing words, phrases, sentences and 

paragraphs. 

2.3 Definition of Pop-Up Book  

Definition of pop-up book according to some experts. Bluemel, Nancy, 

Taylor, Rhonda (2012) mention that “pop-up book is a book that offers the 

potential for motion and interaction thought the use of paper mechanisms such 

us folds, scrolls, slides, tabs, or wheels”. Juanda, et al, (2011:1) mention that 

“pop-up book is a book that has moving parts or have 3-dimensional elements 

and provides a visualization of interesting stories. They display image that can 

move when the page is opened.” Pop-up book is different from the other book.  

Pop-up books are full of surprises. As proposed by Bluemel, et, al: (2012), 

every student will be surprise when they open every page in pop-up book. The 

reader will be more enthusiastic when they open the book because the character 

and the plot of the story may factual and minimal that is not often being seen 

in the perusal of ordinary book. 

2.3.1 The Implementation of Pop-Up Book in the Class Room  
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Teaching to young learner may difficult, so teacher need media. Media can 

develop and motivate the students to learn English. Teacher can use visual 

things as media for example pop-up book as one of the media that could help 

students to improve their English skill. Based on Bluemel(2012) there is one 

book that has interest for readers not only young readers but also adults that is 

“pop-up book”. Pop-up book can be used for teaching because it can motivate 

students to learn English. Pop-up book shows the information and idea that are 

explicitly in the test, to motivate reading, and to improve English skills. Pop-

up book is useful for teaching students to read books, can develop creativity, 

stimulate the child imagination, and also increase vocabulary and knowledge.  

2.3.2 The use of pop-up book for teaching EYL  

Teacher are challenged to find new and better ways of encouraging children 

to read information in the book. Using Pop-up book as a learning for children 

that it can motivate young learners. Redencich & bohing (1988) argue that pop-

up book or action book can motivate students to increase children’s knowleage. 

Pop-up book are natural attention because it stimulus young learners to  involve 

by offering an engaging visual experiment that can be repeated each time. 

Huck, et, al (1987) claimed that pop up or action book can Provide a 

tremendous eye appeal and an invitation to explore on offer. So teachers use 

pop-up book for engaging young learner to learn english more easly.  

There are several researchs investigated the usage of pop-up book as media. 

One of the research conducted by Putri (2011), she used pop up to improve the 

Vocabulary Mastery of The Second Year Students of State Elementary School. 
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The researcher successfully used the pop up book to improve the vocabulary 

master to young learners.She found thatusing a pop-up book students more 

interested, more active and learning more fun. The another research 

investigated by Wahyuningsih (2013), researchers look the enthusiasm of 

students to read in English. she said that Using a pop up book as media to 

improve reading skills in elementary school was success those concluded that 

the media pop-up book can be used as an appropiate media of learning English. 

The teacher got pop-up book from NPP (North Parade Publisher). NPP 

producted pop-up book in china. The researcher has this book at online 

shoping. This book could be one of a book for teaching young learners. 


